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How I Became a Pirate
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Planet!
Crystalina finds a lost puppy and wants to keep him, but he has problems with her
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pet cat Spin

Those Darn Squirrels!
F is for FART
George is a good little monkey. But he's very curious. He loves to ride on all kinds
of things: a ball, a bicycle, a bus, balloons and a kite But best of all he likes to ride
home in the little blue car with his friend, the man in the yellow hat.

The Bear Went Over the Mountain
Drawings and verse point out the many things that are wrong one wacky
Wednesday.

Walter the Farting Dog
When Professor Kompressor attempts to cure Walter of his evil farting tendencies,
the plan backfires. Instead of beign fart-free, Walter simply fills up with wind but he
eventually floats high into the sky. He floats high above the world and knows the
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only way to come down is to fart but he's got severely trapped wind. Eventually he
meets millions of butterflies who have been blown off course and are in danger of
dying unless they can be blown back on course. Walter does come to the rescue,
saving the butterflies and floating back to earth where he's picked up by a watchful
park ranger. Everyone's delighted when he's reunited with his family - not least of
all the deliverymen who've been suffering Walter's wind halfway across the
country!

The Three Little Pigs
This World Fantasy Award winner in the vein of Animal Farm delves into a lab
worthy of a mad Nazi scientist—but run by a brilliantly sadistic rodent. In the
annals of American literature, there has never been a character quite like Doctor
Rat, PhD. From one of the most indispensable storytellers in speculative fiction,
this biting satire introduces a narrator of learned charm and humor, and a twisted
logic that is absolutely chilling. Doctor Rat is a credit to his species. A survivor of
the most refined scientific experiments, now removed from the maze, he has
become a valued and productive member of the academic community. When he
must administer a lethal dose, he comforts his fellow rats with his compassionate
slogan: “Death is freedom.” But everything changes when animals worldwide begin
to rebel, refusing to accept their proper places in the natural order of things: as
test subjects, pets, or food. And only Doctor Rat has the courage to defend
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mankind from the ungrateful animal kingdom. Hailed by the Los Angeles Times as
“dazzlingly original” and “occasionally quite beautiful,” Doctor Rat is a sly and
stylish indictment of fanaticism in mice and men. “A truly imaginative impresario .
. . [Doctor Rat] teases your conscience with educated wit and versatile
improvisation, not to mention the casual flick of the tail about to be cut off.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Crystalina's New Pet Puppy
This is a book about farts. Yes, farts. It's also about ABCs, rhymes, and animals but it's mostly about farts, and making you and your loved ones laugh about farts.
Each letter stands for an animal and is accompanied by a rhyme, which are all
short and stinky - much like farts are stinky. We hope you think this book stinks in
all the right ways.

Ninja Farts
The monkey is gathering all the jungle animals for a farting contest. The hippo, the
elephant, a shy giraffe, and a very refined zebra are all competing, but no one can
guess who the winner will be. Rafael Ord��ez Cuadrado is a poet and author of
picture books, riddles, stories, plays, and recipes. He has published scores of books
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with some of the most prestigious publishing houses in Spain: fairy tales, riddles, a
comic, two plays, a book of tourism stories, and more. Laure du F�y studied
illustration in the �cole des Arts D�coratifs in Strasbourg and lives in Paris. She
has published comics in France and Italy, but her main focus is picture books for
kids. She has published in the United States, France, Spain, Holland, Switzerland,
and China. Her book That's Not Normal! was selected by the White Ravens.

The World's Biggest Fart
Everyone's smelly dog is off on another adventure, this time holidaying at the
beach with the family. When his smelliness can no longer be tolerated by other
holidaymakers, he is banned from the beach. Walter consoles himself with some
uncooked tropical fruit Gasses start to build. Then the family become marooned on
an island Can Walter save the day?

The Amphora Project
Due to his horrible farting problem, Walter the dog is sold and forced to move
away with his new owner who decides to use Walter in his plots to rob banks, but
Walter wants no part of the evil plans and so puts a stop to it all--becoming a hero
and reuniting with his loving family. Reprint.
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Maddi's Fridge
With humor and warmth, this children's picture book raises awareness about
poverty and hunger!--?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoftcom:office:office" /--Best friends Sofia and Maddi live in the same neighborhood, go
to the same school, and play in the same park, but while !--?xml:namespace prefix
= st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" /--Sofia's fridge at home
is full of nutritious food, the fridge at Maddi's house is empty. Sofia learns that
Maddi's family doesn't have enough money to fill their fridge and promises Maddi
she'll keep this discovery a secret. But because Sofia wants to help her friend,
she's faced with a difficult decision: to keep her promise or tell her parents about
Maddi's empty fridge. Filled with colorful artwork, this storybook addresses issues
of poverty with honesty and sensitivity while instilling important lessons in
friendship, empathy, trust, and helping others. A call to action section, with six
effective ways for children to help fight hunger and information on antihunger
groups, is also included.

Curious George Rides
Retells the familiar tale in which one of three brother pigs survives a wolf's attacks
by using his head and planning well.
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Pumpkin Jack
Although the doctor says it will pass, Farley the frog is embarrassed that he cannot
stop farting and tries to control himself, but when he swells up like a balloon things
are even worse. Reprint.

Dog Breath
A kindly dragon, with an aversion to killing insects for dinner, grows into a monster
as a result of his vegetarian diet.

The Fart Fairy
Presents simple text and illustrations that pose a series of questions to which the
reader must answer yes or no, and the personality and occupation of a lady called
Daisy O'Grady are revealed.

Doctor Rat
A hugely entertaining and riotous re-telling of a classic fairy tale from one of the
most original and funny voices in children's books today. Have you ever heard the
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story of Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs? Yes, you heard right - DINOSAURS.
Once upon a time, there were three hungry dinosaurs: Papa Dinosaur, Mama
Dinosaur and a Dinosaur who happened to be visiting from Norway. Of course. One
day, purely on a whim, they decided to tidy up their house nice and neat, make
their beds up all cosy and comfortable, prepare delicious hot chocolate pudding of
varying temperatures, place their chairs just so, and go SOMEWHERE ELSE. Let's
be clear, they were definitely NOT setting up a trap for some succulent, poorly
supervised little girl called Goldilocks who may wander by ahem.

Francine, Francine the Beach Party Queen!
Jeremy Jacob joins Braid Beard and his pirate crew and finds out about pirate
language, pirate manners, and other aspects of their life.

The Art of the Fart
It was an average day at Harry Buttz Elementary until . . . KABLAM! The five-bean
burritos churning in Darren Stonkadopolis's stomach exploded in a fart so volcanic
it melted his desk seat, knocked out his whole class, and got him sent to the
nurse—and he's not alone. Something fishy is going on in Buttzville. And it's up to
Darren and his three farting friends to combine their potty powers to get to the
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bottom of this evil plot—before it's too late. With their scent-sei, Janitor Stan, at
their side, the Fart Squad has to learn to harness the powers between their butt
cheeks. And then let it RIIIP. "A flagrant romp. Not to be passed!"—The New York
Toots "A cut above the rest."—StinkyCheese.com "If you haven't caught wind of
Fart Squad yet, don't let this one go!" —Rude News "We've been dealt a
winner!"—SmeltIt.blog.com

The Berenstain Bears' Dinosaur Dig
Once upon a time in rural Maine, a big black bear found a briefcase under a tree.
Hoping for food, he dragged it into the woods, only to find that all it held was the
manuscript of a novel. He couldn’t eat it, but he did read it, and decided it wasn’t
bad. Borrowing some clothes from a local store, and the name Hal Jam from the
labels of his favorite foods he headed to New York to seek his fortune in the literary
world. Then he took America by storm. The Bear Went Over the Mountain is a
riotous, magical romp with the buoyant Hal Jam as he leaves the quiet, nurturing
world of nature for the glittering, moneyed world of man. With a pitch-perfect
comic voice and an eye for social satire to rival Swift or Wolfe, bestselling author
William Kotzwinkle limns Hal’s hilarious journey to New York, Los Angeles, and the
great sprawling country in between, where a bear makes good despite his animal
instincts, and where money-hungry executives see not a hairy beast with a
purloined novel, but a rough-hewn, soulful, media-perfect nature guy who just
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might be the next Hemingway. By turns sidesplittingly funny, stingingly ironic, and
unexpectedly tender, The Bear Went Over the Mountain captures the zeitgeist of
the 1990s dead-on, in a delicious bedtime story for grown-ups.

Guess What?
The first pumpkin Tim ever carved was fierce and funny, and he named it Jack.
When Halloween was over and the pumpkin was beginning to rot, Tim set it out in
the garden and throughout the weeks he watched it change.

Zombie Butts From Uranus
When Walter the Farting Dog is sold for a measly ten pounds, Billy and Betty are
distraught. But Walter doesn't realise he's been caught up in a dreadful plan
involving a fake clown, litres of his unique farts and a bank robbery. Only Walter
could be relied on to fart his way out of danger as wll as solving a bank robbery
and becoming the town's hero - even if a bit of a stinky one!

Walter the Farting Dog
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Farley Farts
Warning: This book may cause flatulence. Walter is a fine dog, except for one small
problem: he has gas. He can't help it; it's just the way he is. Fortunately, the kids
Billy and Betty love him regardless, but Father says he's got to go! Poor Walter,
he's going to the dog pound tomorrow. And then, in the night, burglars strike.
Walter has his chance to be a hero. A children's beloved classic, this story will have
kids rolling on the floor with laughter. Adults are permitted to laugh too. From the
Hardcover edition.

Wacky Wednesday
When an expert on animal gas tries to cure Walter, his farts keep building up until
he floats away and is blown by the wind to a distant place, where he once again
proves himself a hero.

Walter the Farting Dog Farts Again
What do you do with a musical cat who becomes a national sensation? Find out in
this humorous read-aloud picture book debut illustrated by beloved artist Steven
Kellogg. Mary Jane Lemon knows that her cat is special—and she finds out exactly
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how special when one day, after mistakenly eating a bag of French cheese,
unusual tweets and toots come out of—not his mouth—but you know where! It
turns out that, depending on what he eats, Marty’s rump spews music of all kinds,
and his compositions prove amazingly popular. He is catapulted to fame and a
world tour soon follows from London to Shanghai, and before long Marty’s tunes
top the bestseller charts! With playful text on a favorite funny topic and whimsical
illustrations in Steven Kellogg’s trademark style, Farty Marty is a book to enjoy
again and again!

Curious George Takes a Job
Ready to laugh your butt off? Get ready to be blown-away by the outrageous
adventures of Milo Snotrocket! His name is Milo Snotrocket and he has the same
problems any kid has. School is boring, he has a bully, and sometimes he farts.
Well, more than sometimes. What nobody else knows about this special kid is that
he’s more than just your average everyday child, he’s also a Fart Ninja—taking on
bullies and all evildoers with the amazing power of his horrible farts! Warning: This
book has farts. Lots of them. And if you focus on farting as much as the people in
this book, you might want to check your pants when you’re done!

The Fan Man
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A boy discovers an extraterrestrial botanist in his mother's vegetable patch, and
helps him return to his planet, 3 million light years away.

Walter the Farting Dog and the Windy Day
Curious George runs away from the zoo and after many adventures ends up a
movie star.

E.T., the Extra-terrestrial
Christmas is only days away and Arthur can't find the perfect gift to give Santa!
Finally, he has an idea and with a little help from his sister, Christmas will be a
success!

Arthur's Christmas
Unappreciated by the boring and insensitive Crabapple family, a sweet, goofy dog
runs away to find a new home with friends who appreciate her for who she is.

Farty Marty
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From Dav Pilkey, creator of the New York Times bestselling Dog Man and Captain
Underpants series, comes Hally Tosis, the adorable dog that will take your breath
away!

Rough Weather Ahead for Walter the Farting Dog
The beloved, bestselling potty-training classic, now re-released for a new
generation! An elephant makes a big poop. A mouse makes a tiny poop. Everyone
eats, so of course: everyone poops! Taro Gomi's classic, go-to picture book for
straight-talk on all things "number 2" is back, as fresh and funny as ever. • Both a
matter-of-fact, educational guide and a hilarious romp through poop territory •
Filled with timeless OMG moments for both kids and adults • Colorful and contentrich picture book The concept of going to the bathroom is made concrete through
this illustrated narrative that is both verbally and visually engaging. Everyone
Poops is just right for potty-training and everyday reading with smart, curious
readers. • Perfect for children ages 0 to 3 years old • Equal parts educational and
entertaining, this makes a great book for parents and grandparents who are pottytraining their toddler. • You'll love this book if you love books like P is for Potty!
(Sesame Street) by Naomi Kleinberg, Potty by Leslie Patricelli, The Potty Train by
David Hochman and Ruth Kennison.
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How Droofus the Dragon Lost His Head
Old Man Fookwire is a grump. The only thing he likes to do is paint pictures of the
birds that visit his backyard. The problem is, they fly south every winter, leaving
him sad and lonely. So he decides to get them to stay by putting up beautiful
birdfeeders filled with seeds and berries. Unfortunately, the squirrels like the
treats, too, and make a daring raid on the feeders. The conflict escalates—until the
birds depart (as usual), and the squirrels come up with a plan that completely
charms the old grump.

Walter the Farting Dog Banned from the Beach
Wanting to learn more after visiting a dinosaur museum, Brother and Sister journey
to the site of a real dinosaur dig and wonder if they will find fossil remnants of a
stegosaurus, a tyrannosaurus rex or another exciting species. Original. 75,000 first
printing.

Walter the Lazy Mouse
"Horse Badorties (Son of the Ginger Man, father of the Dude) rides againBadorties'
narration of his down-at-the-heels drug-fueled befuddlement in New York City circa
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1970." --

Walter the Farting Dog Doll 18"
Deep in the bowels of Junk Moon, the finest scientists of Planet Immortal are
nearing completion of Project Amphora, which aims to unlock the secret of
immortality. The Project is run by the Consortium, twelve of the planet's most
influential movers and shakers, but they aren't the only ones after immortality.
Commander Jockey Oldcastle, a wise-cracking space pirate, has heard about the
Amphora Project from a banished scientist who is convinced it will lead to the end
of the world. Oldcastle sets off to find the project with Adrian Link, a timid botanist
who wants only to tend to his plants on the Agricultural Plain, yet Oldcastle finds
himself trying to unravel a strange mystery: It seems the Amphora Project is
turning the citizens of Planet Immortal into crystal. As time runs out, it is up to
Oldcastle and Link— and Link's exotic, unlikely love interest —to stop their
mysterious extradimensional enemy before their world is lost forever. Hilarious,
wildly inventive, and featuring a fantastical cast of mutants, quasihuman robots,
intergalactic mercenaries, and two-thousand-year-old immortals, The Amphora
Project is a novel that combines elements of science fiction and fantasy and
transcends the boundaries of both.
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Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs
A heart-stopping, nostril-burning sequel to the international bestseller The Day My
Butt Went Psycho! Find out what happens when butts attack . . . from outer space!
The butts strike back! This thrilling sequel to the bestselling The Day My Butt Went
Psycho boldly goes where no butt has gone before. It's a heart-stopping, nostrilburning intergalactic adventure, and the fate of the earth itself lies in the balance.
Can young Zack stop an invasion of Zombie Butts from taking over the planet? Or
is Earth doomed to suffer the tyranny of the stinkiest space invaders this side of
Uranus?

Everyone Poops
For those who delight in the rude, who have fun with the foul, nothing could be
more entertaining than this unique look at the world’s most embarrassing sound
and aroma. Illustrated with hilariously subtitled images from silent and other
movies, it offers pure, unadulterated amusement. Peruse the 2,000-word glossary
of various “farts” and “farters.” Find out about Farts in History, and how they
changed the world. “The Way of the Third Eye” provides a religious and martial
arts guide to farting prowess. To fart or not to fart: that is the question, and a
“social directory” answers it. Top Twenty lists present the best fart-related films,
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books, and songs. Interspersed throughout are boxes featuring facts, quotes, and
real-life farters such as Mr. Methane.

Fart Squad
From Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter of McFly comes a supersonic space
adventure filled with planets, poop, and pandemonium! One boy, one space rocket,
one very hungry dinosaur: the ingredients for an explosive space adventure of epic
poop-portions! But when Danny realizes he’s forgotten Dino’s lunch box, the very
hungry dinosaur eats everything in sight, including their only way home: the
rocket! How will Dino get them back home? Meet Danny and his pet Dinosaur,
Dino. No matter what this ravenous reptile ingests, he never keeps it down for
long.
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